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2009 年 12 月，希腊主权债务危机全面爆发。紧接着，葡萄牙、西班牙、爱
尔兰、意大利等国相继爆出财政问题，德国、法国等欧元区主要国家也受拖累。







































The Greek sovereign debt crisis erupted comprehensively in December, 2009. 
Then Portugal, Spain, Ireland, Italy and so on blew out the financial question. Euro 
zone major countries like Germany and France were also affected. Up to December, 
2010, ratio of the Japanese sovereign debt and the GDP came first in of developed 
countries. US's debt question is the global biggest threat. These are making it clear 
that sovereign debt question formerly concentrating in the developing countries now 
is also the universal existence in the developed countries. And it influences the 
economy more deeply, affects the scope to be broader, and becomes a top digit area 
for the world economic development. This article focuses on the developed countries 
sovereign debt, discussing the developed countries sovereign debt question about the 
reasons, the influences, measures and China's enlightenment. This article unifies the 
most recent economic data and the current events. Through the massive graphs, the 
forms, the comparison analytic method and the induction summary law, this article 
makes every effort to explain the developed countries sovereign debt question clearly.   
The developed countries sovereign debt question's eruption is caused together by 
the inside and outside aspects. The internal causes includes the economic 
development pattern included by industrial structure, high welfare's questions and so 
on, deficit current account, Euro zone asymmetrical finance monetary policy and lax 
financial discipline. The exterior causes are the financial crisis, the international 
floating capital as well as sovereign credit rating organization. This article believed 
that the internal cause is basic. 
The developed countries’ sovereign debt question brings the huge uncertainty to 
the world economics. On one hand, entity economy experiences serious challenge, 
like low position movement of the world economy, high unemployment rate as well as 
deflation risk. On the other hand, the money market is under the significant impact. It 
displays in banking industry's fund difficulty, stock market's low position shake, the 
debt violation risk, the international foreign exchange's fierce fluctuation and so on. In 














although the developed countries' sovereignty debt question causes the global 
development risk rise, the world economy has little possibility of two times search to 
the bottom. 
In order to deal with the developed countries sovereign debt question, various 
countries had already taken the corresponding measures, including country's aids and 
finance reform to the crisis countries. In addition, this article gives suggestions on 
government mechanism's reform of the European monetary alliance and supervision 
of the rating organization. Besides, the paper expresses several views on this 
sovereign debt crisis for China.   
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规模与国内生产总值比将从 2010 年 76.3%上升到 79.6%，占全球政府债务规模
90%以上的发达债务国家是债务上升的推动力量。发达国家的政府债务水平预计
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